
OPEN UP. TRAIN YOUR PUP.



WANT TO HELP 
YOUR DOG BUILD  
BALANCE,  
AGILITY,  
AND STRENGTH?
 
PROPEL™ AIR PLATFORM
Fully Inflatable and Connectable 
Training Platform for Dogs  
Take your dog’s training to new heights 
with the first connective inflatable  
training platform made in the USA.
Patent Pending.

SAFE
FDA Compliant (food-grade), enhanced 
antimicrobial performance and free of 
latex, lead, BPA and phthalate.

STURDY
UV-resistant for outdoor use, scratch 
and stain resistant, and maintains  
traction when wet.

SUSTAINABLE
Fully recyclable and manufactured  
with as little environmental impact  
as possible.
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PLATFORM  
INFLATION LEVELS
 
1  An underinflated Propel Platform  

      can be used to cradle an  
      over-inflated Propel Platform. 

2  The neutral inflation level is great  
      when first introducing the Propel  
      Platform to your dog. 

3  The overinflated Propel Platform can  
      be used to increase the challenge 
      level for fit and confident dogs.
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The Propel Air Platform features 
two unique surfaces to work 
on, including a raised bubble 
side to stimulate neuroreceptors 
and aid in proprioception as 
well as a lower profile lined 
side for sensitive paws. 



HOW TO ACHIEVE PROPER 
FORM WHEN USING THE 
PROPEL PLATFORM
Proper form is imperative in any good  
conditioning program. Without proper form, 
some exercises can do more harm than 
good. Recognizing improper form takes 
time and a well-trained eye.

Try achieving the following postures 
with your dog on the Propel Air Platform 
before progressing to other exercises.

NEUTRAL TOPLINE
No twisting of the spine - Head is level 
or appropriate for exercise.

FRONT AND REAR LIMBS
Legs under hips/ shoulders a natural 
distance apart - Hocks are perpendicular 
to the ground. When performing fitness 
exercises, your dog’s forelimb and rear 
limbs should be a natural width apart, 
both from left to right and front to back.

WEIGHT
Evenly distributed left to right.
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Designed with user friendly 
Pro-Gridlines to help with 
proper form and paw  
placement no matter the size 
or ability of your dog!



Stand with forelimbs elevated.

EXERCISE 1
Stand with rear limbs elevated.

EXERCISE 2
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With one under inflated Propel Air Platform, 
and one neutral to over inflated Propel Air 
Platform, stand with forelimbs elevated.

EXERCISE 3
Create a T-Shape with two(2) Propel Air 
Platforms. Rear limbs should be on the 
narrow surface, with forelimbs on the 
wider surface area. 

EXERCISE 4
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Connection point for joining 
two Propel Platforms together.



With two(2) Propel Air Platforms set parallel 
to each other, an appropriate distance 
apart, stand with rear limbs on one and 
forelimbs on the other. 

EXERCISE 5
With the KLIMB set at an angle, and  
two legs installed on the top to support 
the Propel Air Platform, practice rear 
limb targeting. 

EXERCISE 6
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LEARN MORE AT

blue-9.com/propel

Blue-9 Pet Products is not able to guarantee results 

related to the fitness or health of your dog by utilizing 

the Propel Air Platform. Owners should consult with a 

veterinarian before engaging in any fitness program.  
 

Proper form when utilizing any fitness equipment or 

performing any fitness exercises (on the ground or 

on inflatable balance equipment) is important. When 

a dog performs repetitive actions with improper form 

it can lead to compensation and predispose the dog 

to injuries.
 

Blue-9 Pet Products disclaims and excludes all liability 

for incidental, consequential, punitive, direct, indirect, 

special or any other damages arising out of or connected 

with the purchase, use or misuse of the Propel Air 

Platform product. The purchaser assumes all risks and 

liabilities from the use or misuse of this product.   

 



blue9petproducts blue9petproducts @blue9petproducts

www.blue-9.com


